Small Details Matter: The 2'-Hydroxyl as a Conformational Switch in RNA.
While DNA is mostly a primary carrier of genetic information and displays a regular duplex structure, RNA can form very complicated and conserved 3D structures displaying a large variety of functions, such as being an intermediary carrier of the genetic information, translating such information into the protein machinery of the cell, or even acting as a chemical catalyst. At the base of such functional diversity is the subtle balance between different backbone, nucleobase, and ribose conformations, finely regulated by the combination of hydrogen bonds and stacking interactions. Although an apparently simple chemical modification, the presence of the 2'OH in RNA has a profound effect in the ribonucleotide conformational balance, adding an extra layer of complexity to the interactions network in RNA. In the present work, we have combined database analysis with extensive molecular dynamics, quantum mechanics, and hybrid QM/MM simulations to provide direct evidence on the dramatic impact of the 2'OH conformation on sugar puckering. Calculations provide evidence that proteins can modulate the 2'OH conformation to drive sugar repuckering, leading then to the formation of bioactive conformations. In summary, the 2'OH group seems to be a primary molecular switch contributing to specific protein-RNA recognition.